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forward
I have prepared these texts, on the 50th anniversary of concept
art, at the generous invitation of Catherine Christer Hennix and
Grimmuseum.
As the 1961 essay says, concept art is “first of all” an art of which
the material is concepts, and thereby, language. Quite so, but I
was writing telegraphically. I was not writing defensively; I was not
striking pre-emptively against all possible misunderstandings.
By the time my label gained general currency in 1963, people
wanted it to be a synonym for word pieces. (They wanted to give
word pieces a promotion.) The problem was, for example, that they
did not study what I offered. What they supposed or imagined was
altogether at odds with what I offered.
La Monte Young left two of my 1961 pieces out of my section
in An Anthology. Only now have I seriously tried to recall what
one of them was about; I call it Teseqs. I had submitted Teseqs
directly to Young, with supplementary additions; perhaps he left
it out because of its requirement of a specially cut removable
page. In any case, you couldn’t possibly know about this missing
piece unless I told you.
concept art is about seeing

One who becomes informed about the 1961 pieces, including the
missing Teseqs, realizes that if concept art is about language, it is
also about seeing, and even about intangible visible displays.
At the Venice Biennale in 1990, I showed a concept art room (left
unfinished by my patron) which was entirely visual, without text.
If concept art had to be placed on an existing shelf in a traditional
art storeroom, it would belong on the visual art shelf.
Innperseqs utilizes a rainbow halo. I assume a viewer who wears
spectacles with glass lenses, and there is no way to discuss the
halo unless you have seen it. We could say that it shrinks, but more
accurately, it attenuates. The annuli, from outside in, are white,
yellow, orange, and blue, for example. (Perhaps an innermost
annulus is yellow.) My piece refers to the white annulus which
moves inward because of attenuation. In 1961, I made a diagram
as a heuristic aid in which I showed successive locations of the
white annulus by different colors. In 1970, George Maciunas would
show the successive locations by cross-hatching.
It would be possible and even appropriate to replace the diagram
with a film. In that case, the position of the outer annulus could
be shown by a simple gray. All the other information would be
conveyed by having the halpoints wink in and out. There would be
no need for color or a radial line.
As to Teseqs, I discover from the fragment that survived that the
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template for the piece is a piece of stationary with a one-inch
square hole in the center. You look at the paper as a gestalt: that
means that your focus is on the plane of the paper. What is at
(beyond) the hole will usually be out of focus. It will change or not,
depending on circumstances. It is an oddity as a visual work even
before I make it syntactical by stipulation.
The graphic for Concept Art 6/19/1961 is a simple but remarkable
optical illusion. It was the first of the concept art works where
what you see is essentially subjective.
As for Transformations, it unfolds as a series of visual works, all
to fit into a pre-specified rectangular area, each made from the
preceding one by a sculptural treatment of film photography.
And word pieces? I was working in a milieu in which some of my
elders were pioneers of text scores or word pieces, and word
pieces were one of the threads which I wove into concept art. But
only one of the 1961 pieces was a word piece pure and simple,
namely Work Such That No One Knows What’s Going On.
The outlines of what I have just said were already on the pages of
An Anthology. That concept art in its practice belonged to visual
art would have been obvious if anybody had wanted to know. But
nobody pursued it.
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the mistake in innperseqs

Years ago, I discovered that innperseqs has a mistake right at the
surface. I am announcing it now for the first time. I overlooked that
it is impossible for the first member of the next-to-last sequence (f,
in the Diagram) to appear as a non-first member. The fix is easy:

TIMELINE
1960
June. Philosophy Proper Version
1. [Letter to parents. Copy of the
monograph, my archive.] Indispensable philosophical perspective for concept art.
November. “Electronic
two sheets:

score.”

• Instructions
• the “score” (drawing, colored
pencil)

The image-sound translation that
prefigures the optical audioplayer.
In other words, this “score” was
the first “plate.” [Young archive]
See below.

York to meet La Monte Young for
the first time and to attend the
first loft concert (Terry Jennings).
Young read me his Compositions
1960.

December. The group of lengthy
word pieces called “Circus.”
[surviving pages, Young archive]
What are lost are “The Impossible” and “Choices.” Very unfortunate because from the titles,
they could have supplied leads
for concept art.

1961
January. My first “mathematics system.” Tree-structure of
proofs; syntactical objects that
are not lines of type. (I will have
to research to see if any documentation confirms this date. I
destroyed this piece, and that was
an enormous mistake, because it
did not fall under my ban on art.)

c. December 18. I traveled to New

… all first members of sequences, excepting the last two, appear
as non-first members …
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But that leaves the derivation with an unused lemma (f) or a
disconnected conclusion (g).
The discovery is of interest for a number of reasons. I no longer
cared if my derivations or networks were correlative to proofs
of natural mathematics. At the same time, one might think that
as corrected, the network suffers in elegance. Beyond that,
it matters that it is possible to make a correctible mistake in
concept art. Concept art does not bash about at random. Whether
the endeavor is cognitive or not is not open and shut; it seems
to need my much later notion of a descent through increasing
compromises.
In any case, it also tells you something that in fifty years nobody
bothered to check and thereby discover my mistake.
concept art’s reception

Because of circumstances far beyond my control, concept art
cannot be discussed without mentioning that it was misunderstood
from the beginning. Hardly anybody informed themself about it
beyond the label I coined. Once they saw the label, they assumed
that the genre was the label – and that it was a favor I had done
them. Many, many years later, Grove’s Dictionary said it explicitly.
In Vol. 27, on page 673, we read that I am a writer who coined the
label concept art for La Monte Young’s Compositions 1960.
Later in 1964, the Times Literary Supplement published two issues
on the avant-garde. (One cannot imagine a comparable American

As I remember it, this was my first
piece of the new year, and may
have been dated Jan. 1 or 2.
The axiom system (premise system) was a colored pencil “action
drawing” in the style of my electronic music score of November
1960. The proof (derivation) came
about via the application of overlays à la Cage.
February 25 and 26. My loft concerts. My exchange with Simone
Forti on February 25, after I asked
the audience to propose a contest,
has concept art relevance. The
“Let the contest be who can think

up a good contest the quickest”
anecdote. In fact, I made it into a
piece c. 1990.
c. February 27. I went to Maxfield’s
apartment, probably to pick up
the recordings he had made of my
February 25 evening, and we had
a conversation about his composition technique which would be
highly significant for concept art.
March 14. Must have been a busy
day!
Colored Sheet Music No. 1. See
October 11, below. See 1970, below. Known because of publica-

tion. Since it is No. 1, that means
that I did not think of “Electronic
score” of November 1960 as the
first optical audioplayer piece,
even though it established the
image-sound translation.
Mathematics System 4. [Known
from October 1961 postcard.] See
October, below.
Have the previous three Mathematics Systems been accounted
for?—No, only one of them, the
system from the beginning of
January.
March 26. Mathematics System of
this date, used the perpendicular
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publication giving space to anything so un-middlebrow.) Both
issues mentioned me. The review of An Anthology in the 6 August
1964 issue said:
Some of it consists of elaborate prescriptions which would
lose their point if carried out; these fall under the heading
of what Henry Flynt in an interesting essay calls “Concept
Art,” a kind of theoretical speculation arising out of real
art, “an independent, new activity, irrelevant to art (and
knowledge).”
The 3 September 1964 issue alluded to
… Mr. Henry Flynt’s picture of a purely intellectualized art
where the elegance and excitement of the initial pattern
pushes the final merit or demerits of the work itself into a
subsidiary place.
I mentioned Grove’s Dictionary earlier because it corresponds
more nearly to what I remember as having happened in the milieu.
The TLS is not so bad – but it is already clear that people were
assuming that I had not done something, but had only labeled
something done by others.
When artists of the neo-Dada persuasion realized that I didn’t
want my label to be applied to miscellaneous word pieces, they
concluded that I was selfishly reserving the label for word pieces
authored by me. For them, it had to be about word pieces.
Given that ‘concept art’ came to be a synonym for word pieces,

figure. By count that would be the
fifth Mathematics System.

Gallery. No concept art significance, but shows my associations.

March 31. The Harvard concert.
The label concept art didn’t yet
exist. A great day for constitutive
dissociation. Young’s Compositions 1961. Flynt: “possibly Henry
Flynt.”

June 3. Conrad returns to Boston/
Cambridge. He and I will not see
each other until a few days later,
because I am in New York on this
day!

May. I started Innperseqs. [publication in my 1961 anthology]
June 3. I am in New York to give
my lecture on newness at Young’s
apartment, to see Morris’ Passageway, and to meet Maciunas at AG

June 11. I have returned to Cambridge and have seen Conrad.
Conrad proceeds from Cambridge
to New York. [his attestation] The
mystery is where he stayed in Cambridge for a week.
June 16. Conrad is in Baltimore

(Baldwin) by this date. [he attended a concert on this date in Baltimore for which he has the flier]
June 19. Mathematics System
3/26/61 reframed as concept art.
My first use of the label in a surviving text.
June. Earliest date of completion
of Philosophy Proper Version 3.
[My postcard to Young, 5/2/61.
Somewhere my records also indicate July 1961 as a possible date
of completion. Note that I read the
monograph publicly on July 16.]

we have a context for Yoko Ono’s claim to have invented concept
art in the pages of Look magazine in March 1969. Of course, to
me, this world superstar power play was outrageous to the point
of being incomprehensible. How could she claim to have invented
something when she had absolutely no idea what it was?
In 2005, the art historian Branden Joseph accredited Tony Conrad
as a concept artist in the pages of Texte zur Kunst. What was
that about? As we peruse it, we discover that it is largely about
word pieces that have a constitutive dissociation aspect. And this
is a point at which I have to make myself clear. I started doing
constitutive dissociation word pieces almost immediately after La
Monte Young read me his Compositions 1960. (It would not be until
1997 that I would announce constitutive dissociation as a principle,
in Sound and Light.)
As of June 1961, I began to relabel various pieces concept art,
and that is how the received concept art pieces came about. But I
didn’t relabel my word pieces concept art. I simply wanted a higher
threshold than that. Of course, if you don’t care what I did, then you
can call anything concept art – and people do.
I must say that La Monte Young distinguished himself in a way
that nobody else did at the time. He wrote an answer piece to
WSTNOKWGO (see below), and programmed the pair of pieces on
a concert in February 1962. He was the only one besides me to
enter the concept art arena at that time.
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and art?

The works I called concept art collect around a new perspective.
If I had been the only player in 1961, it would only have been from

July. Innperseqs must have been
completed before July 16. [There
is a colored-pencil Innperseqs diagram in the Young archive. This
could be 1961 but it is possible
that it is 1970 and that I gave it to
Young for the second edition of An
Anthology.]
July 15. I explain Innperseqs at
Maciunas’ AG Gallery, using a
poster-size version of the color
Innperseqs diagram. Young would
have to have attended, since he
curated the event. Conrad came
up from Baldwin, Maryland.

July 16. I read the entirely of Philosophy Proper Version 3 at AG
Gallery to an audience of three,
Maciunas and two I didn’t recognize.
July 1961. Work Such That No
One Knows What’s Going On. The
one concept art work that is not
a proof-tree or derivation. Saturated constitutive dissociation.
[Publication in my anthology.]
Summer. I send a holograph of my
“Anthology” to Conrad in Baldwin. He duplicates it at the school
where his mother teaches. As I

remember it, I knew that Young
was compiling a big anthology. After all, I was working continuously
with Young at the time. I decided
to make an anthology for myself,
which, as it turned out, was ready
for distribution almost two years
before the big anthology was.
Includes WSTNOKWGO and Innperseqs.
August 23. Conrad is in Baldwin.
[Documentary proof in his possession.]
September. Conrad returns to
Cambridge and instead of return-
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circumstance. As I have said, Young did enter this arena once (it
was his last word piece), and his move has to be noted.
If concept art was not a label for word pieces, neither was it a label
for all art that was imaginative or thinky. Concept art was much
more specific – and in an ironic sense academic – than that. You
had to know David Hilbert and Rudolf Carnap as philosophers of
logic and mathematics to understand my springboard. You had
to engage with logic as an intellectual activity. (The logic of the
creation of abstract entities by stipulation – as with Gottlob Frege’s
creation of the integers 0 and 1 as abstract entities in Foundations
of Arithmetic.)
What did Hilbert and Carnap do? Implicitly, they cut the content
out of mathematics, leaving only a formal shell. Cage, anyone?
But, as is so typical of radicals, they didn’t mean a word of it.
Mathematicians remain incorrigible Romantics – and Hilbert and
Carnap expected them to. Concept art was aimed directly against
that Romanticism. (The idea of “pulling a Cage” on Hilbert and
Carnap was unique to me. It was abhorrent to the mathematicians,
as I would learn a few years later from Professor Peter Ungar at
the Courant Institute.)
Suppose that, for purposes of argument, I confess that a concept
art piece does not deliver a “truth.” So:
– it is about notation as seeing.
– it does not deliver a “truth.”
Then why wouldn’t it belong on the art side of the cultural divide?
But that requires a postscript. Concept art did not deliver what

ing to Adams House, opts to live
off-campus on Dana St.
Conrad brings me the copies of
my “Anthology” which he duplicated for me. [Earliest date the
document can be proved to have
existed, Sept. 26]
September 1961. The earliest
date on which I could have finished the published concept art
essay. [from internal evidence]
October 11. Colored sheet music
No. 1 reframed as concept art
with the title Transformations.

between Oct. 11 and Oct. 25. Proposed concept art section for An
Anthology mailed to La Monte
Young. It is important that the submission was that late; proof is the
October date appearing in the text.
I submitted the piece Teseqs to
Young (see below); he did not publish it. (Because I wanted a blank
page with a square hole in the
center to accompany it?) As noted,
WSTNOKWGO was available. I may
not have bundled it with the section
I submitted to Young. But Young
had it, because he had a copy of my
anthology. He got WSTNOKWGO
published in 1963 (see below).

October 25. Mathematical system
4 has been reframed as concept
art and sent to Young before this
date. On this date, I send Young
an emendation—so the complete
piece has not been submitted until
this date. Possible title, “Teseqs.”
[October 25 postcard to Young, his
archive]
December 8. Young writes an
answer to WSTNOKWGO as a
separate piece. [Typescript,
one page, his archive.] To cover
myself, I have to say that he saw
my piece’s weakness, but not its
strength. (“It’s only a title,” he

Frege would have regarded as a mathematical truth. But within a
few years, I decided that concept art opened the door on all sorts
of intellectual initiatives. (And from the outset, it conjured with
definitions that needed to be sound – or it conjured with definitions
that created black boxes.) But to unfold the intellectual initiatives
required decades. In 1987, in consultation with Hennix, I revived
concept art, and, with Stroke-Numeral, Tritone Monochord, SelfValidating Falsehood, Which Way Is Up?, the Counting Stands, and
other works, I was able to fulfill the 1961 promise, which the 1961
works did not do, frankly. But that is not what occupies us here:
what occupies us here is how it started.
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© henry a. flynt, jr.

CONCEPT ART TIMELINE
I developed the first works of concept art between January 1961
and October 1961: as this timeline explains.
It is well worth it to make this timeline, because it shows where
concept art came from and what it originally meant. It shows what
paths merged into concept art, beginning as early as May 1961 and
lasting into December (with La Monte Young’s answer piece—see
below).
In the timeline, items which are included because they are needed
for chronological correlation are shown in italics.

would tell the February 9 audience.)
1962
February 9. Young includes WSTNOKWGO and his answer on a
concert program.
1963
Two of my compositions, including WSTNOKWGO, are published
in dimension 14 (Ann Arbor, U.
Michigan College of Architecture
and Design, 1963) [No month is
available.] Young curated a selection of pieces for this publication
that, like An Anthology, repre-

sented his post-Cage sensibility.
The Fluxus sensibility had been
proclaimed, but Young was curating independently of it—even
as Maciunas was trying to recruit
him as Fluxus’ music director.
1964
August. “The Changing Guard,”
the August 6 issue of the Times
Literary Supplement, one of two
issues the TLS will publish to
survey the avant-garde. Concept
art is mentioned in the review of
An Anthology. TLS makes it very
clear what all this is about.
… a particular American-Ger-

man avant-garde movement
whose outstanding older statesman seems to be the composer
John Cage.
September. The September 3 issue
of TLS. Alludes to concept art without naming it, mentioning me.
The significance of dimension 14
in 1963, and of these issues of
TLS, is that there was still a broad
discourse on the theme of “postCage” that did not attach everything to Fluxus. (Somebody other
than me will have to ascertain
whether these issues mention
Fluxus at all.)
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reconstructing what happened

In my reminiscences on concept art over the years, I have relied
considerably on my episodic memory. I have placed little mistakes
on the record, and I have left out junctures for which evidence exists. People are not born with a forensic sensibility. It is a learned
ability, and my standards of historical fidelity have been rising
steadily.
As late as the spring of this year, I circulated documents that fell
short – because I was not insisting on verification of the obvious
and was not extracting every scrap of information from the surviving evidence. What I have learned is that analysis of the vintage
documents is the premier way to ascertain what happened. The
role of my memory is to interpret what the documents prove to
have happened.
Thus, in what follows, I will indicate in brackets what documentary
evidence there is for the stated dates.
Only recently have I realized that on the day Conrad returned to
Boston from Europe, I was in New York. Only recently have I realized that I met Maciunas for the first time not just in June but at
the beginning of June. Only recently have I realized that Conrad
was only a transient in Cambridge in June 1961, residing there
for about a week. Only recently did I realize that I could not have
completed the published draft of the concept art essay until September 1961. I could only have submitted my concept art section
to Young in October 1961.
My first provable use of the concept art designation was June 1961.
The piece Innperseqs, completed in July and appearing in no other
guise than concept art, was started in May. In the absence of re-

1970
An Anthology, second edition. I
prevailed on Maciunas to make
changes and additions, and the
reader who does not know this is
poorly served.
The perpendicular figure no longer had a page to itself.
Maciunas added an Innperseqs
diagram in which he substituted
cross-hatching for the bands of
color.
Transformations got retitled Implications. Then I added a paragraph of explanation. I got the
phrase optical audiorecorder on
record; actually, it should be op-

tical audioplayer. See below for
the 1970 explanation.

Concept Art section,
An Anthology
EXACT TITLES IN ORDER
1963
• Transformations – Concept Art
version of Colored Sheet Music
No. 1 3/14/61 (10/11/61)
• Concept Art Version of Mathematics System 3/26/61 (6/19/61)
• Concept Art: Innperseqs (May
– July 1961)
[Indeterminacy. what I do here
is to back off on how thoroughly
you have to discern syntactical
objects]

cords I don’t know whether I thought of Innperseqs as concept art
in May. I could have: because I did not note in the title that it was
re-framed as concept art. When a concept art piece came about by
reframing a pre-existing piece, the title says so.
the nuisance of backdating

If the announced date of a piece is in the same time-frame as its
publication, that date can be trusted. E.g. that I started Innperseqs
in May 1961. There is no need to suspect backdating: because by
September somebody other than me had “published” this (and
other works) on a duplicating machine.
The point is that in 1961, there was no prospective increase in rank
consequent on being a concept art pioneer. More bluntly: in 1961
nobody knew that you had to place the claim to be the inventor of
concept art on your resume if you wanted to be out in front.
Where we have to worry about backdating is if a piece is pulled
out of hat like a rabbit: if, upon producing it fifty years after the
claimed date, the composer says that this is the first time he or
she has shown it. If a composer really did a “radical” piece and really did conceal it for decades, waiting until it was an honor to have
been “radical,” it would mean that the composer wanted to skim
the cream of glory without having suffered any of the ridicule and
dismissal and without having done any of the campaigning. (Gauss
and non-Euclidian geometry!)
But concept art is not really analogous to non-Euclidian geometry:
the people who later wanted to claim concept art typically did not
have the faintest idea what it was.
© henry a. flynt, jr.

the pieces that didn’t make it in
“An Anthology”
• Concept Art Version of Mathematics System 4 3/14/61 (10/25/61)
• Work Such That No One Knows
What’s Going On (July 1961)
1970
• Concept Art Version of Mathematics System 3/26/61 (6/19/61)
• Implications — Concept Art
version of Colored Sheet Music
No. 1 3/14/61 (10/11/61)
This is a mathematical system without general concepts of statement,
implication, axiom, and proof.

Instead, you make the object, and
stipulate by ostension that it is an
axiom, theorem, or whatever. My
thesis is that since there is no objective relation between name and
intension, all mathematics is this
arbitrary. Originally, the successive
statements, or sheets, were to be
played on an optical audiorecorder.
• Concept Art: Innperseqs (May –
July 1961)

© henry a. flynt, jr.
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[first published in Io # 41 (1989)]

Errata
p. 34 / line 20

		

read
for

The Logical Structure of the World
“The Logical Structural of the World”

p. 37 / line 24

read

		

for

relative consistency proofs
“relative consistency proofs”

p. 39 / footnote

read

		

for

p. 46 / line 16

read

		

for

p. 47 / line 35

read

		

for

p. 48 / line 23

read

		

for

The Logical Syntax of Language
“The Logical Structure of Language”
This is the beginning of philosophy for me.
“is the beginning This of philosophy for me“.
	All of my pieces except one were uninterpreted calculi.
“All of my pieces were uninterpreted calculi.”
I only did five of them.
“I only did four of them.”

henry flynt
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Henry Flynt is a philosopher, composer, and
artist born in Greensboro, NC in 1940. In 1960
and 1961 he announced some of the ideas that
have occupied him ever since, including concept art. Most of his concept art documents
were published in ‘An Anthology’, ed. La Monte Young (1963).

thipla Edizioni, Milan. Flynt was in the Ph.D.
program in Economics at the New School from
1970 to 1978, writing his dissertation on socialist economic administration.
Flynt resumed making concept art in 1987. He
was represented by Emily Harvey Gallery and
has shown at the Venice and Lyon Biennales.

In 1975, he led a country rock band called
Nova’billy. (Examples of their performances
of Flynt’s music are available on three published recordings.)
In the same year, his book ‘Blueprint for a
Higher Civilization’ was published by Mul-

In 2008, Flynt returned to live music, performing an improvised rock instrumental with his
niece Libby Flynt in several cities in Europe
and the U.S. Numerous recordings of his music have been released, including the just-released ‘Glissando No. 1’.

c. c. hennix

is a long-time friend, assistant and collaborater of Henry Flynt’s.
Catherine Christer Hennix (born 1948 in
Stockholm) is a Swedish composer, philosopher, scientist and visual artist associated
with compositions of sustained tones in just
intonation.
Hennix was affiliated with MIT’s AI Lab in
the 1980s at the invitation of Marvin Minsky
and as research professor of mathematics
and computer science at State University of
New York.

In 2000 she was a Clay Institute prize fellow,
Cambridge, Mass., awarded for her work
since the 1980s with the Russian-American
mathematician Alexander S. YesseninVolpin. Between 2004 to 2007 she was a research associate at the Institute for Logic,
Language and Computations, University of
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Recently she
has returned to public performances of her
music which also feature her computer animation work.
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